Good design begins with honesty, asks tough questions, collaboration and trusting your intuition.
Cactus is an independently owned, proudly Canadian company with boutique appeal and global reach. Our studio is located in Toronto, where we’ve come together to build a refreshing interdisciplinary design firm that offers a highly innovative approach to creative projects, large and small.

Cactus is finely tuned to craft intelligent, creative solutions for clients who understand how powerful great design can and should be. Our multi-disciplinary team also enables us to offer the opportunity to integrate services across a complete design spectrum. 

*We’re sharp... Not pricks.*
Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works.

STEVE JOBS
We were very impressed Cactus took the time to understand our business and goals, which enabled us to identify the right creative strategy to engage our target audience. This approach that has been very well received by our customers and stakeholders.

Billy Melnyk, Director Trade Advocacy, Influential Accounts
BACARDI USA
OUR CLIENTS

BACARDÍ
LIVINGSTON  
Trade up
JohnHoward  
SOCIETY OF ONTARIO
CAMPARI
medgate
Marshall  
FRIDGE
OSLER  
law that works.
Ontario

Thinking beyond the box
Stewardship Ontario
PORTER NOVELLI
WirelE

ROMSPEN

McDonald's
WG
XPLORNET
Canadian Stewardship Services Alliance
There are 3 responses to a piece of design – Yes, No, and WOW! WOW is the one to aim for.

MILTON GLASER
RECENT WORK
EXPLORE EAST
A NEW JOURNEY

EXPLORE EAST
A NEW JOURNEY

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE East, infused with crisp Thai Lemongrass and spicy Vietnamese Black Peppercorns, will take your senses on a journey unlike any other.
ABERFELDY SELL SHEET

PRODUCT GUIDE

HIGHLAND SINGLE MALT
SCOTCH WHISKY
12
YEARS IN OAK

MELLOWED FOR TWELVE YEARS IN HAWKWOODO
CASKS. THIS SMOOTH, SWEET OAKED SCOTCH
REWARDS FOR THOSE WHO LIVE LIFE TO THE FULL.

LIMITED BOTTLING
RUSSIAN PRINCE VODKA BRANDING

DA
GOOD VODKA
FOR LESS

RUSSIAN PRINCE VODKA

TRIPLE DISTILLED
TRIPLE FILTERED

RUSSIAN PRINCE VODKA

40% alc./vol.
Simplify the complex

Our experience and expertise
Your global trade success.
It takes something special to get here.

**Great achievement** – whether personal or public – takes talent, smarts, and plenty of hard work. But great achievement also requires something else ... support and opportunity.

So as you think about where to launch your legal career, consider this: Osler is more than a top Canadian law firm. Osler is a collection of people who share in the simple belief that together, we can achieve great things – for our clients and for ourselves.

Find out more, visit: [www.oslerstudent.com](http://www.oslerstudent.com)
Unleash the potential

Bringing connectivity to rural and remote enterprise

Learn how we unleash the potential in your enterprise at WireIE.com
The perfect balance between growing your business and staying compliant.

When it comes to managing your import and export operations, finding the right balance between expanding your business globally and being compliant can be challenging—especially if you don’t have the right technology. Livingston’s TradeSphere® software suite allows you to fully automate your compliance and trade operations, making it easier to get your goods to your customers quickly, smoothly and securely.

Find out how we can help your business grow — faster, smarter, further.
solutions@livingtonintel.com | 1-800-837-1063
www.livingtonintel.com

Navigating the complexities of trade compliance is no game.

International shipping requirements are complex and ever-changing. Failure to stay on top of them can stall your business in a snaps.

Livingston International can help. From customs brokerage to global product classification to trade preparation, our team of experts can help you avoid compliance risk and keep your supply chain moving.

JOIN US!

Join Livingston’s Candace Siron and other expert panelists for an in-depth look at CARM.

OKC, 2/19 at 2-4pm.
Visit us at booth #12

North America’s number one company focused on customs brokerage and compliance.

Find out how we can help your business grow — faster, smarter, further.
We attract the very best talent to provide our clients with service that is second-to-none.
Global Mining Company Case Study

Discover how a global mining company is using Medgate’s Occupational Health and Safety software to reduce system bottlenecks and improve their data management processes.

Medgate - Enterprise EHS Software Solutions
Providing a platform for Occupational Health professionals to improve employee health and productivity.
Helping you keep employees safe, healthy and productive.

Workplace Safety Management Software
A complete solution to manage compliance, risk and safety programs.

Occupational Hygiene software developed by professionals with real industry experience.
Helping you keep employees safe, healthy and productive.
LUBEVAN ANIMATED VIDEO: HTTPS://YOUTUBE.COM/SUJXUHKBGYE

MEDGATE ANIMATED VIDEO: HTTPS://YOUTUBE.COM/2FLY1WQG6SY

THE STUDY ACADEMY ANIMATED VIDEO: HTTPS://YOUTUBE.COM/WH2QRD5NLOI
Cactus makes things happen. They can quickly pull together the right team to achieve the project objective. They understand their client’s brand and consistently deliver high quality creative and digital work.

Derek Baker, Vice President
XMC Sponsorship & Experiential Marketing
GET IN TOUCH,
WE LOVE TO HELP

Don’t be shy, give us a shout and let’s talk about what your company needs.

Call 416.778.4110
Web info@gocactus.com
Visit #120 - 777 Richmond St W, Toronto, Ontario Canada M6J 3N5

43° 38’ 42.2844” North
79° 24’ 38.4912” West

Connect with us on social media.

www.gocactus.com

Better by design.